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GIVE ORVIS
NOT ORDINARY
Because like us, you fi nd beauty in the fi nest materials, superb 

construction, and the perfectly executed detail. Because you want 

to give thoughtfully. Because you don’t want to give for giving’s 

sake, you want to give with meaning.





LUXURY COTTON AND MERINO LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT
Our best-selling blend of 80% long-staple cotton and 20% soft, warm merino wool is intimately 
blended, spun, and woven into a special 4.1-oz. fabric that’s remarkably comfortable and warm. 

Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Washable. Imported.

2JYY  $139

MERINO WOOL ZIPNECK SWEATER
We use the finest merino wool available to create a soft, warm, jersey-knit sweater that doesn’t add unnec-
essary weight or bulk. Rib-knit trim and genuine washable leather appointments. Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), 

L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure merino wool. Washable. Imported.

9G6T  $109





HYBRID WOOL FLEECE JACKET AND VEST
We cracked the code on the perfect blend of wool and synthetic fleece for a three-season jacket and vest that’s warm, 

windproof, and water-resistant. Our midweight jacket is fully lined with a windproof barrier to rebuff gusts. The warm wool 
blend is treated to help shed rain, with waterproof fabric where you need it most, while a waterproof chest pocket keeps 
your cell phone and wallet dry. And when you get hit by soaking rain, this fabric dries quickly to get you on the road or 
back in the field in no time at all. Full-zip front for easy on-and-off and paneled sides for easy mobility. Sizes M(38-40), 

L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Face: polyester/wool. Contrast fabric: nylon. Lining: polyester. Washable. Imported.

2R3F  jacket  $149

2SMX  vest  $109





QUARTER-ZIP HYBRID
Our Quarter-Zip Hybrid sweatshirt is the perfect layer for days when it’s too cold for a regular shirt and too 
warm for a jacket. The body is constructed from a warm and durable double-knit fabric with a poly-quilted 
insulated yoke. A high collar keeps the chill out, and the quarter-zip front helps to regulate body tempera-

ture. Two zippered pockets, elastic cuff and waist, contrast quilted elbow patches. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), 
XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/cotton/polyurethane. Washable. Imported.

2MFE  $98



ORVIS PERFORMANCE ZIPNECK
Sporting a 50+ UPF, this French terry zipneck is constructed from a cotton/acrylic blend that is dry spun 
for a cotton-like feel and softness. The unique fusion of fibers also wicks moisture away quickly to keep 

you cool and dry. Athletic raglan sleeves allow unrestricted motion no matter how hard you go at it, 
while the reverse coil zipper lets you zip up for warmth or zip down to cool off. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), 

XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Cotton/acrylic/spandex. Washable. Imported.

2PSE  $98



WEATHERBREAKER™ JACKET
Timeless style. Legendary looks. Made from a nylon/cotton-blend fabric with a water-repellent finish, it’s an 
ideal layer for cooler days, and thanks to its lightweight construction, it won’t overheat you on warmer days. 

Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52); about 271⁄2" long in size medium. Nylon/cotton 
shell. Polyester/cotton lining. Washable. Imported.

1Z5B  $169





TROUT BUM® QUILTED SNAP SWEATSHIRT
Dependable warmth and durability. Sewn from two equally soft jersey layers and filled with just 

enough insulation to fend off frigid breezes and cool conditions. Mockneck style with snap placket, 
stretch trim at cuffs and hem. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton shell, 

polyester fill. Washable. Imported.

2EG2  $98



LEARN MORE  AT
5050onthewater.
orvis.com

COME FISH 
WITH US

BE A PART OF IT!
A portion of the proceeds goes to support the 

Orvis 50/50 On the Water campaign, inspiring 

and celebrating women in fl y fi shing.  

TWILL 50/50 HAT

QS2SSY 

WOMEN’S 50/50 

SHORT-SLEEVED TEE

QS2SSS

50/50 TRUCKER HAT

QS2SSZ

MEN’S 50/50 

SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

QS2SST  
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FAIRBANKS PLAIDS AND CHECKS SHIRT
From their soft brushed surface to faux-suede details, our Fairbanks Shirts exhibit all the qualities of cool-weather classics. 
These carefully chosen plaids and checks are ready to top off everything from your denims to cords. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-

44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. Washable. Imported.

2SB5  $79



FAIRBANKS BRUSHED HERRINGBONE SHIRT
From its soft, brushed surface to its faux-suede details, this shirt exhibits all the qualities of a winter classic. A subtle 

windowpane pattern adds just the right amount of color. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. 
Washable. Imported.

11GB  $79

FAIRBANKS FINE CORDUROY SHIRT
From soft, finewale corduroy fabric to faux-suede details, this Fairbanks Shirt exhibits all the qualities of a 
cool-weather classic. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Pure cotton. Washable. Imported.

2SB4  $89



FLAT CREEK TECH FLANNELS
Help make a difference with an eco-conscious shirt that plays a part in the sustainability of the planet. All while being soft, comfort-
able, and easy to move in. Recycled oyster shells and PET polyester (think plastic bottles) are blended with cotton and spandex to 
create an eco-blend that is then brushed to a soft hand. The cotton provides the softness, the poly wicks moisture away, and the 

spandex gives the shirt an easy stretch. Two button-through chest pockets and one secured vertical-entry zipper pocket behind the 
left chest pack pocket securely stow your items. The pencil hole on the left chest pocket is a perfect spot for sunglasses and you 
can keep them clear with the hidden sunglasses cleaner built into the shaped hem. Hidden-button-down collar prevents flyaways; 

adjustable cuffs provide just the right fit. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Cotton/recycled polyester and oyster 
shell/spandex. Washable. Imported.

2SSE  $89



5-POCKET STRETCH TWILL PANTS
Our favorite 5-pocket jeans design in the softest cotton twill we could find (blended with just enough stretch to 
make all your movements free and easy), and garment dyed for a broken-in look and feel. Traditional quarter-

front pockets, coin pocket, and rear patch pockets. Even waist sizes 32-42, 33, 35. Inseam 30", 32", 34". Cotton/
spandex. Washable. Imported.

2LNF  $89



ABOUT ORVIS

Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created

by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities.

Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United States, operates more than

80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world.

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences, and to protect

nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profi ts each year to conservation projects worldwide.

Learn more at orvis.com.

CONTACT:

Jessica Donahue, Nancy Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc.

207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com
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